1zz fe belt diagram

Toyota ZZ engines were introduced in with the aim of replacing the well-known, but pretty
out-dated Toyota A engines. The first most wide-known ZZ engine was a 1ZZ motor. The 1ZZ
possessed a new lightweight aluminium cylinder block with cast-iron cylinder sleeves. A
different crankshaft, pistons and connecting rods go with that engine. The cylinder head is
made out of aluminium with a VVTi variable valve timing system on the inlet camshaft. All the
1ZZ stock injectors are cc. The 1ZZ throttle body has a diameter of 54 mm. The 1ZZ-FE engine is
not equipped with hydraulic lifters, so you have to adjust the valves once per 60, miles , km of
mileage on your own. A new more advanced 2ZR-FE engine was introduced in Its capacity is to
HP. High oil consumption. That problem is most commonly faced in engines. The main reasons
resulting that are valve stem seals and piston rings. Do a major overhaul of the 1ZZ engine you
will sort it out. The motors made after lack the above-described lack that disrepair. Knocking
noise inside the 1ZZ. As a rule, it is a stretch of the timing chain that makes troubles. It usually
happens after running , miles , km of mileage. In order to tackle the problem, you will have to
replace the timing chain with a new one. If the timing chain is alright, one should check the belt
tensioner. If rough idling, you should clean the throttle body unit and idle air control valve. If
any strong vibration, you should check the posterior mount of the engine. Beside that, the 1ZZ
is greatly exposed to overheat. That can easily result a loss of cylinder block shape and its
malfunction. Check the cooling system regularly, use good engine oil and your 1ZZ-FE will
serve you long and without any problems. The engine designed after will be the least
troublesome. The serial number is located on the rear wall of the cylinder block near the
transmission, to the right. Having adjusted all those performance mods, you will get about
horsepower. All those performance upgrades need mounting on the 1ZZ stock pistons at a
boost pressure, which is not higher than 7 psi 0. By doing such a thing, your engine will be able
to generate about horsepower. To get higher capacity, you will have to buy forged pistons at a
compression ratio of 8. By means of the forged pistons, your motor will develop HP. After
setting ECU, you will get additional 30 horsepower and design a more sport-like sort of the
engine. Mitsubishi 4G63T. Mitsubishi 4G Honda K20A K20C. Honda K24A K24Z. Toyota 1MZ.
Honda F23A. Toyota 4ZZ. Toyota 1AR. Search for:. Recent Posts Popular Posts. DOHC 4 valves
per cylinder. Engine lifespan, km miles -Official information -Real. Owners of other vehicles
equipped with the 1. The first step is to allow the engine to cool for a few hours. Do not attempt
to replace the accessory belt while the engine is still hot to avoid being burned. Then remove
the engine cover by loosening the two 10mm nuts near the front of the engine and pulling out
the two black plastic fasteners near the rear. Fake 19mm Nut On Tensioner Study Belt Routing
Belt Tensioner Assembly Study the left side of the engine for a minute or two to see how the
serpentine belt is routed around the various pulleys. I'd recommend printing out the accessory
belt routing diagram in the picture below to have as a reference. Place the socket on to the
"fake" nut just above the real nut on the tensioner. For help locating the false tensioner
assembly nut, take a look at Picture Number 10 above. New Belt Ready Wrench For Extra
Leverage Slip Belt Off Alternator If you have trouble getting the tensioner assembly arm to
move, place a breaker bar or a box wrench over the long handled socket wrench. Once there is
enough slack in the old belt, carefully slip it off the alternator pulley at the top front of the
engine. Avoid putting your fingers between the old belt and the alternator pulley just in case the
tensioner springs back in to place unexpectedly. Pull Belt Off Pulleys Old Belt Removed After
the old belt is off the alternator pulley, you can easily slip it off the other engine pulleys and
remove it from the engine bay. I recommend buying the Continental Elite belt since it has
excellent reviews on Amazon. If the old belt seemed loose and the tensioner was very easy to
rotate, replace it with the Dorman belt tensioner. Place the new belt down on to the left
passenger side of the engine and wrap the ribbed side around the lowest large pulley near the
rear of the engine. Then bring it upwards and wrap the smooth side over the tensioner pulley
and continue to the upper pulley at the rear of the engine and wrap the ribbed side over it. Belt
Over Alternator Pull Tensioner - Belt Over Idler Belt Slipped On Idler Pulley Continue wrapping
the new belt around the other pulleys keeping in mind that the smooth surface of the belt goes
on smooth pulleys and the ribbed side of the belt goes around ribbed pulleys. Some people
prefer to leave the alternator pulley for last but I found it easier to wrap the belt around the
alternator and then leave the smooth idler pulley located just below and behind it for last. The
alternator pulley has a raised metal lip that can be difficult to pull the new belt over. Checking
New Belt Routing Smooth On Smooth Ribbed On Ribbed Once you have the belt routed
properly with just the alternator or idler pulley left uncovered, rotate the long handled wrench
forward to release the tensioner. Keep a firm grip on the belt to keep it from slipping off the
other pulleys. Then carefully slip the belt over the last pulley. Avoid placing your fingers
between the new belt and any of the pulleys. Double Check Belt Installation Belt Over Tensioner
Pulley Belt Replacement Done Check and double check that the new belt is routed properly over

the various pulleys with the ribbed pulleys against the ribbed side of the belt and the smooth
side of the belt against the smooth pulleys. When you're sure that the new accessory belt is
properly installed, you can start the engine and take the car for a test drive to see if everything
works well. Be sure to test the air conditioning and listen for any strange sounds. I replaced the
belt on this Toyota Corolla with 93, miles on the odometer due to a loud chirping or squeaking
sound that had gotten worse over time. The new Gatorback now known as "Continental Elite"
belt, self proclaimed as "The Quiet Belt", lived up to its name and completely silenced the
embarrassing chirps and squeaks that the car emitted when started up on a cold morning. If you
found this guide to be helpful, please consider making a small donation by clicking on the
PayPal. Thank you! Note: I am not a registered charity. Donations are not tax deductible.
Gatorback Belt Remove 10mm Nut. This automotive maintenance "how-to" guide was
specifically written to assist owners of the 9th generation to Toyota Corolla in replacing the
serpentine or "accessory" belt on the 1. Remove Plastic Fastener. To complete this procedure,
you'll need the following tools: a 10mm socket with ratcheting wrench, a pair of needle nose
pliers, a 19mm socket with a long handled socket wrench, and possibly a breaker bar or box
wrench. Lift Off Engine Cover. Old Belt On Alternator. Once the two plastic clips and the two
10mm nuts are removed, you can lift off the engine cover and put it aside in a safe place. Fake
19mm Nut On Tensioner. Study Belt Routing. Belt Tensioner Assembly. Study the left side of the
engine for a minute or two to see how the serpentine belt is routed around the various pulleys.
Belt Replacement Steps. Belt Routing Diagram. Attach the 19mm socket to the long handled
socket wrench and locate the belt tensioner assembly. Socket On Fake Nut. Turn Clockwise Front of Car. Slack In Old Belt. Carefully turn the long handled wrench clockwise towards the
front of the car to relieve the tension on the old belt. New Belt Ready. Wrench For Extra
Leverage. Slip Belt Off Alternator. If you have trouble getting the tensioner assembly arm to
move, place a breaker bar or a box wrench over the long handled socket wrench. Pull Belt Off
Pulleys. Old Belt Removed. After the old belt is off the alternator pulley, you can easily slip it off
the other engine pulleys and remove it from the engine bay. New Belt - Old Belt. Wrap New Belt
On Pulleys. Route Belt Towards Front. If the tensioner pulley doesn't spin freely or makes a
noise, replace it with a new one such as the Gates Belt Over Alternator. Pull Tensioner - Belt
Over Idler. Belt Slipped On Idler Pulley. Continue wrapping the new belt around the other
pulleys keeping in mind that the smooth surface of the belt goes on smooth pulleys and the
ribbed side of the belt goes around ribbed pulleys. Checking New Belt Routing. Smooth On
Smooth. Ribbed On Ribbed. Once you have the belt routed properly with just the alternator or
idler pulley left uncovered, rotate the long handled wrench forward to release the tensioner.
Double Check Belt Installation. Belt Over Tensioner Pulley. Belt Replacement Done. Check and
double check that the new belt is routed properly over the various pulleys with the ribbed
pulleys against the ribbed side of the belt and the smooth side of the belt against the smooth
pulleys. Paul's Travel Pictures is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program,
an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for sites to earn advertising fees
by advertising and linking to Amazon. The Toyota ZZ engine family is a straight-4 piston engine
series. The ZZ series uses a die-cast aluminum engine block with thin press-fit cast iron
cylinder liners , and aluminum DOHC 4-valve cylinder heads. The two 1. The former was
optimized for economy, with torque emphasized in lower revolutions per minute operating
range, while the latter is a "square" design optimized for high-RPM torque, yielding higher peak
power. The ZZ family replaced the extremely popular cast-iron block 4A engines. Toyota engine
names are interpreted as follows. The leading number denotes the generation, and the next one
or two letters, followed by a hyphen, specify the engine family. The remaining letters, following
the hyphen, describe the engine's major features. For example, the 2ZZ-GE can be decoded as
being the second generation of the ZZ engine series and features a performance-oriented
cylinder head with widely angled valves G and electronic fuel injection E. The 1ZZ-FE is a 1. Its
production in Cambridge, Ontario was discontinued in December Compression ratio is It uses
MPFI , has VVT-i 1ZZ engines don't have VVT-i , and features fracture-split forged powder metal
connecting rods , one-piece cast camshafts , and either a cast aluminum intake manifold or a
molded plastic intake manifold. The supercharger gives 7. The issue involves the engine control
module, and includes the potential for it to develop a crack on the module's circuit board, which
can result in the car not starting, the transmission shifting harshly, or the engine stalling.
Additionally, Pontiac announced a voluntary recall of Pontiac Vibes from years to for the same
issue. Additional power output over the 1ZZ-FE is accomplished by larger valves and
corresponding revisions to the ports. It uses Multi-point fuel injection, VVT-i [6] and has larger
32mm intake valves and The 2ZZ-GE is a 1. The differing power figures from through are due to
changes in dynamometer testing procedures. Due to noise regulations, Toyota recalled them for
a flash of the PCM to up their output to classify them in the more lenient "sports car" noise

category. The 2ZZ-GE was the first production engine to combine cam-phasing variable valve
timing with dual-profile variable valve lift in the American market. The table below lists the
specifications of the two camshaft profiles. The "lift" engagement and the engine redline vary
by application. Consequently, it is impossible to "over-rev" the engine with the throttle alone; a
downshift from a higher gear must be involved. A typical "over-rev" can damage the oil pump,
commonly disintegrating the lobe ring, resulting in damage similar to the picture at right. The oil
pump is the Achilles heel of the 2ZZ, though incidents are rare and usually occur due to fault of
the driver. Even the briefest period of oil starvation is usually fatal to this engine design. MMC is
a reinforcement material composed of ceramic parts and fibers. For the first few years of
production, the engines were notorious for failing "lift bolts". This did not damage the engine,
but would hamper performance as the high output cam profile was unable to properly engage.
Toyota fixed the problem in late with a redesigned bolt that was installed on later engines.
Earlier engines with the problematic bolts can be fixed via a Toyota-issued TSB simply requiring
the new bolt to be installed in place of the old one. The and newer Matrix and Corolla XRS
models were equipped with smog pumps and have an extra hole above each exhaust port in the
engine head and manifold where a
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ir is injected to achieve complete fuel burning before the exhaust stream reaches the catalyst.
The 3ZZ-FE is a 1. The entire exterior design and chassis is the same as the American Corolla.
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